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To me beauty is nature. That is why I decided to 
draw flowers and stems of leaves. 

Date: 9.1.22

Rap 3 a Is Be?



In this drawing, you can see a person attempting 
to solve a problem.

Date: 9.7.22

Rap 4 -Te At s a Pl Sov



I decided to draw many ideas shared 
across the globe.

Date: 9.9.22

Rap 5 a s  Ie?



The first thing that came to my mind when drawing a doodle 
was drawing various hearts. I then decided to convert the 
hearts into heart balloons by drawing strings.

Date: 9.13.22

Rap 6 de



I decided to draw what was currently going through my 
mind. I drew the tests I needed to study, my grades and 
most importantly to drink water because it was a hot 
day and needed to stay hydrated.

Date: 9.15.22

Rap 7 o  Wh o h



My dream is to travel all over the world. I have always 
wanted to go to New York.

Date: 9.19.22

Rap 8 a t Dam  Her es



I drew myself and my imagination. I decided to look at the rap 
differently and thought about the lack of creativity  I have and it 
could sometimes be a barrier to my imagination.

Date: 9.21.22

Rap 9 a  Bri t Rec



I decided to draw three different kind of butterflies with different 
patterns.

Date: 9.23.22

Rap 10- Dra  Per  Ntu



I decided to draw two ghosts floating around and 
drew both of their invisible souls. 

Date: 9.28.22

Rap 11- Dra tig Iis



I drew the Coca Cola brand because the 
font looked very different from other 
existing brands. 

9.30.22

Rap 12- Cop  Exin I



The Lizard-Dragon I drew had many scales 
and two pairs of wings. 

Date: 10.4.22

Rap 13-Tur  Lar t a Dn



The Drawing is a door opening to a magical and different 
planet. The world is more different than the one we live in.

Date: 10.7.22

Rap 14- Ope  Dor  ot Wr



Juan Miro’ Inspired me to draw the lines and 
circles he uses for one of his paintings.

Date: 10.11.22

Rap 15- Dra  Jan ’ or



For this drawing I decided to draw a big tree with 
various branches that connected the leaves together.

Date: 10.26.22

 

Rap 18- Dra  Te’s Bc Sse



We were give a skeleton bone to 
copy down and draw it on a 
large piece of paper.

Rap 21- Dra  Sle Bne



I believe the heart is a person's Human 
weakness because the heart can be 
the root of all of our emotions.

Date: 11.1.22

Rap 22- Dra n es



The first image that came to mind when drawing 
a mask was ghostface from the movies Scream.

11.3.22

Rap 23- Wha   Mas?



I decided to draw a person’s eyes 
expressing happy emotions.

Date: 11.7.22

Rap 24- Dra Ehi



I drew a person feeling uncomfortable and sad 
with themselves.

Date: 11.9.22

Rap 25- Dra sor



I drew a happy emotion cheering up the sad 
one.

Date:11.14.22

Rap 26- Dra pes Hn San



I drew this image to demonstrate the 
elaboration of my picture with all the 
details and designs.

Date: 11.29.22

Rap 27- Dra tig Era



I decided to draw the silhouette of 
myself to capture the image of how my 
emotions can be portrayed.

Date: 12.1.22

Rap 28- Dra  erli
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Whah Daw I- Surit G #1
1. Draw a tiger wearing sunglasses riding a 

skateboard
2. Draw a creature with a zebra head, broccoli 

body and banana feet 
3. Draw a basketball player holding a tennis racket 

chasing a mouse running up on a hill
4. Draw an animal that has a dog head, bunny ears 

and kangaroo body

Date: 8.30.22



Autis- Srat Ge #2
1. Draw a one-eyed monster riding on a unicycle while 

drinking a milkshake through a straw.
2. Draw a penguin playing hockey with a donkey.
3. Draw a frog wearing a cape and sitting on top of an 

airplane. 
4. Draw a princes eating peanuts while dancing with a 

frog prince.

Date: 8.30.22
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